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1. The historical development and perspectives of criminal sanctioning in 
the public policies of socialist countries

At the beginning of the 20th century, the classical philosophy of pu
nishment in Western Europe underwent a crisis. Repressive punishment, 
intended to be proportionate with the crime committed, proved to be an 
ineffective deterrent against crime. This was particularly true in the cases 
of recidivists and juvenile offenders. Consecjuently then the contemporary 
concept of fairness and faith in just retribution were shaken. New philo
sophical and sociological ideas entered public thinking and it was realized 
that the increase in the crime rate stemmed from contradictions in the 
socio-economic power structure. The overwhelming majority of offenders 
belonged to the lowest social strata who were so negatively affected by the 
great forces of developing capitalism. It was the malfunctions of this de
velopment (unemployment, lack of social welfare and health programs, 
etc.) which forced this lower strata to the fringes of society. When these 
new causes of crime were acknowledged it seemed, in the light of non- 
determinist philosophy, the search for proportionality and justice in the 
spheres of criminal responsibility became more and more illusory. The 
school of sociology, which emerged as an alternate philosphy, unfolded a 
banner bearing the old Aristotle thesis, ,,to treat unequals as equals, is the 
greatest injustice". The determinist responsibility-concept of the new 
trend, with its conceptions about the social nature of crime, and corres
ponding criminal policy, especially the special preventive protective sys
tem, provided far greater possibilities for a socialist policy, then taking 
shape, than the theory of classical responsibility and system of institu
tions did. In Western European conntries, thies new concept of criminal- 
policy managed initially to break through the barriers of the classical sys
tem to enter into practice with juvenile and recidivist offenders. Early 
experiences with these two categories of offenders were favourably received 
in Western European countries.

fSn&'cyMcndy, ¿/¿e /¿r.s'% -socialist giaic, &wiei Union, 5orn in reno- 
iniion, adopted iAe defenninisf regpongi&iiiiy concept a# a &agig /or iig cariica/ 
criminal poiicy. ,,The thesis that the offender is the product of the social
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milieu and that his actions or motives rlepend neither on him. nor on his 
'\vi!!' is for us, axiomatic-ally deterministic." (Koxlovski, HUS.) Critninal 
responsibility has been focussed on the perpetrator himself, his dangerous
ness to society, while the offense serveri only as legal grounds for the cri 
minal proceeding. Criminal legal consequences, however, were to he adjus
ted to the personal characteristics of the offender. Accordingly, the pur
pose of the punishment was to ensure the defense of society, through the 
prevention of further crime. They wanted to accomplish this by differen
tiated means, by court admonition, reformatory and educative work 
or bv the deprivation of the offender's liberty thus preventing the commis
sion of another crime. According to this concept, criminal consequences 
have general educative and deterrent effects on non-criminals, though 
perhaps unstable members of society. (Menvsagin, 1951.) After having 
based the svstem of responsibility on this ideology, the Basic Principles, 
issued for the criminal legislation of the Soviet Federal Republics in 1924, 
pushed guilt into the background and. instead of punishment, proclaiming 
the criminal law to be ..measures for the protection of society." Three types 
of measures were mentioned: reformatory, remedial sanctions, and sanc
tions of special education for the defective. For extraordinarily exceptional 
cases, there remained capital punishment. (Menvsagin. 1951 and Sargorod- 
skv—Smirnov. 1957.)

/a /AcAu//'q/ '/Ae ///.'№, /Ac emuep/ q/ /Ac rcprr.s.sirc cAuruc/cr q/ 
/Ac crd/NHu/ A/?c Acyun /u gad; .sdcng/A. Amidst eflorst at economic and social 
transformation, isolated from the outside world, the Soviets held the view 
that under the circumstances of the socialist society, punishment must 
be of offensive character, "a weapon in the fight against crime". At the 
same time, punishment as a consequence of criminal behaviour, had to 
express reprehension against crime. All previously mentioned measures 
taken on behalf of the defense of society, however, were silent on the idea 
of social defense. (Sargorodsky. 1990.) The accentuation of reprehension 
and condemnation were necessary both for special and general prevention. 
There emerged a new power with a new political system; proprietorship 
had been transformed; there had been created objective conditions for 
distribution of Avealth according to work, and efforts were made to mobilize 
the most disadvantaged strata of society in a positive direction. With cri 
minal sanctions reflecting the majority's condemnation of a minority cri 
minals deliberately opposing society, the socialist criminal policy thought 
to exercise {tower, too. At the same time, however, Soviets did not give up 
the reformatory aim of punishment. A 1938 decree on the Soviet judicial 
system specified that punishment and education were linked. "The Soviet 
court is not merely meting out punishment, but it also aims at reforming 
and re-educating the offender." (Horváth. 1981.) Historically, this was the 
first socialist source of criminal law to explicate the complex aims of pu
nishment. More or less, it continues to be embodied in current concepts 
of socialist criminal responsibility. Later, this general definition of purpose 
of criminal law has, for countries in different stages of their development, 
been given different interpretation in various socialist nations. The ctnp-
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basis on the re¡tressive character of punishment, now anti then over
shadowed the reformatory and re-educational aspects, '¡'he system of sanc
tions and their impiementation, too. developed difierentlv, until the pre
vailing systems and trends recognizable today, were established. At the 
same time, the scientific conception about the nature of the crime, became 
more and more dominant, /a /Ac .wrm/i.s/ /Aeory. ur/imi-s' rryaó'óq/ rrirrrinu/
suMc/iuns-, Awe Aecn inrrcu.siriy/y rcs-crecr//or AcA wh/ur/wv/ycr/ /o Ac &/?u/eroR̂ '
/o.sorie/v. Crime -s/cw-s /row. /Ac ron/rudir/ioMs wi/Ain .society, /Areo/eMÍ??y /Ac 
c.ri.s/iny .socio-cconoorir ŷ o/i/ico/ order. All this meant a new scientific stand 
against the modern bourgeois sociology, which, while admitting the social 
determination of crime, denied its correlation with the existing and histori
cally determined basic structure of society. Also it meant a position against 
the formalist trend in sociology, which denied that social effects are in herent 
in the substance and contents of the crime and. while it failed to recognize 
its danger to society, it considered crime, simply as an infringement of 
norms, or as an abstract "anti social behaviour". The interpretation of 
crime as a social symptom, opposed to such a psycho-genetic theory which 
considered crime to be a "manifestat ion of the special dynamism of psycho
mechanisms". According to the socialist concept, crime is an activity which 
)ms the same structure as any other volitonal action. (Szabó, 106!.)

The concept concerning the social nature of crime, might have, in 
principle, led to a deterministic philosophy for criminal policy, in which, 
reprisal might have continued to be denied a place. The fact that subse
quent development deviated from this trend (though it followed it roughly) 
as an ultimate goal only, can be explained by several reasons. This question 
of policy leads us back to the socio political influence of criminal legis
lation. Criminal law legislation required that anti social conduct, dange
rous to society, be identified and criminal sanctions applied. (Kulcsár, 
lt<61.) This means two things. Criminal law is of a "secondary anti follow
up nature" in the sense that everything protected by criminal law, exists 
in other spheres of social life: thus, criminal law makes a selection oi values 
to be safeguarded as determined by existing power-relations. (Király, 
19H1.) In other words that political considerations are being used to defend 
society, is a highly important question, a question of guarantees, directly 
related to the basic civil rights of the citizen. Criminal law cannot be the 
means either of arbitrar incss or of ,ad hoc' judgement of values. To be able 
to create permanent security and to prevent anarchy, criminal law must 
have comparative stability and generalizability. For this reason, the iaw 
represents actions against defended values, dangerous actions circum
scribed in an abstract way, which has become the basis for criminal res
ponsibility and tin; ¡renal consequences which ensue. "Punishment must 
ire finite to be real and must be circumscribed in accordance with certain 
legal principles, to be just. The task is to make punishment to become an 
actual consequence of the crime. The one punished, must realize that pu
nishment is an inevitable consequence of the crime committed, thus the 
one punished must see his own action. The limit of the punishment thus, 
must be the limit of his action." (!\!arx, !!).)'.)
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In this sense, in socialist criminal philosophy too, criminal legal con
sequences developed from the principle of responsibility proportionate to 
the ofience. The repressive character of the punishment continues to be 
expressed in the legal practice since the person is being punished on the 
basis of a criminal act committed in the past, proportionate to the dange
rousness of the offence itself. Still, the use of the repressive element against 
the offender is not antagonistic with the determinist concept, since both 
the prospect of duress and the duress implemented have a mind framing 
effect, supposing of course, that these are accepted as just and equitable 
by both the offender and public opinion.

TAe age o/* /Ae repressive eAemen/ is, a/ /Ac ga?ne /dne, a /aci/ avoaaA of /Ac 
/ac/ /Aa/, a/ preset/, /Acre are no/ ye/ sac A scien/i/ic resai/s a/ /Ac disposal of 
sociaiis/ crindwa/ pAdogopAy, M'AicA are /i/ /o replace /Ae earis/iwy sys/ew. 
Sciences concerned with Man, failed, up to now, to come forward with any 
such real alternatives that would secure, with protective measures, the 
defence of the society. Neither can these sciences offer any means which 
would make the diagnosis and subsequent treatment of people with an 
inclination to crime, possible. This is one of the reasons why socialist cri
minal policy cannot foresake the crime-proportionate responsibility system, 
which provides guarantees and comparative legal security. .¿tccordiMyZy, 
an ac/ion, dawyeroK-s /o gocie/y, co?ddracg /a Ae a/ /Ae cerdre of /Ae gociaAig/ 
criminal regponsiAiii/y. Criminal co?i.s'cyMC)tce.s, s/ of ad, mac/ Ae adfw.s/ed 
/o /Aie.

rid /Ai.s* Aoaever, docg no/ mean /Aa/ /Ae per.sooa/;7y of /Ae offender or /Ae 
oAyec/ive and .saAjee/ive cawgeg of /Ae cri??;e are /o eavinded/rom con.sidcra/ioM. 
Nor does this mean that there are no possibilities lor re-socialization in 
theory or in practice, since the main aim of the punishment remains the 
protection of society, and this cannot be accomplished without special 
prevention. The prevention of recidivism can in the majority of the cases 
be achieved by the expression of society's outrage, i. e. by repressive pu
nishment. But in the case of a comparatively large number of offenders, 
efforts must be made to control dangerous personal characteristics. This 
can be realized in the framework of punishment proportionate to the crime, 
for instance by deprivation of liberty. Criminal policy also permits even 
"dangerous" acts to be dealt with through attempts to influence the offen
der's character. An example is the juvenile justice system which primarily 
aims at re-education. Within a differentiated criminal responsibility sys
tem, there is also possibility to employ additional measures of treatment 
of those deemed to be of special dangerousness to society. Such measures 
are, for instance, preventive detention tor dangerous recidivists, or parole 
supervision during after-care.

As it can be seen from the above, a highly differentiated sanction- 
system is needed in order to achieve the complex aim of punishment. In 
certain cases it is the repressive element, while in other cases, it is the 
education or complex resocialization, which gots prominence.

7% accordance ad/A /Ae aAoce ?nen/:oned A AyA/y cowpAea vA/dna/e, adng, 
/Ae ganc/Aon gyg/enig o/ gociaAAg/ cown/rieg, deveAoped according /o dî ferew/
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Ai'.s/ori'fiiJ in dijyereKt icayg. In those countries, where at the
turn of the century, the Farnz List's school had a strong influence on cri
minal policy, the sanction system was separated into punishments (prin
cipal or supplementary) and measures. As it is known, punishment inten
tionally wanted to be a yua/Mwi, while measures (either security or educa
tive) served special prevention first of all. (Yambcry, 1913.) Such trends 
could be seen in the systems of the criminal legal consequences of Hungary 
and Slovakia, later Czechoslovakia. There are socialist countries, where 
this was the traditional sanction system, but has subsequently been trans
formed and enriched by legal consequences aiming at special prevention 
and resocialization. Examples are the system of criminal responsibility in 
Poland and Bulgaria. Although protective measures are known in these 
countries, they contain treatment of a remedial character for offenders 
who are not accountable for their actions, or offenders with limited liabi
lity, or against alcoholics and drug addicts. Finally, there are also systems, 
for instance that of the GDR, where the expression of "punishment" has 
been replaced by the term "measures implemented in the course of criminal 
responsibility". These include punishment in the traditional sense of the 
meaning and also measures of an educative or remedial character. Today, 
however, these differences no more signify any basic difference either 
in the conception or in goals of the punishment or in legal trends.

In the socialist countries, the criminal sanctioning systems have un
dergone a highly differentiated development. Deprivation of liberty howe
ver continues to be the centerpiece of penal sanctions. There is a general 
tendency to limit the application of short-term imprisonment, thereby 
limiting the absolute number of prisoners. This is being achieved partly 
through the wide application of suspended prison terms and probation 
(Karpec, 1978) and, partly by the introduction of punishments which 
do not involve actual deprivation of the liberty: only a limitation of liberty. 
(Skupinski, 1980.) The application of supplementary punishments as prin
cipal punishments e. g. interdiction from driving a motor vehicle as a prin
cipal punishment, has gained importance. With the introduction of the 
day-fine, for instance, there is a similar tendency in the development of the 
system of fines. Similarly, there is a trend to make the application of refor
matory and educative work more effective. In order to promote the in
crease of the effects of resocialization upon the deprivation of liberty, and, 
to decrease the absolute period of punishment, significant efiorts are being 
made to widen the legal scope of parole. (Zlobin, Kelina, Jakovlev, 1978.) 
In the socialist countries capital punishment is meted out in extraordinary 
exceptional cases only.

Considering the character of the offence and the character of the per
sonality manifest in the former life of the offender, in the case of a signifi
cant majority of the offenders, education and resocialization is needed. 
This, depending on the punishment meted out, can be realized inside of 
institutions or outside. In the former case, such measures are taken which 
limit liberty. These are enforced by rules of behaviour and, if need be, pro
bation is ordered, or some similar measures, for example the patronage by
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the workplace or )<y workmates or. ¡fatronagc by the ¡three of domicile. 
Patronage is being assisted by full-time probation officers and volunteers. 
A significant part of medium and long term imprisonment is followed by 
after care. Here, the point of departure is that even if ideal prison condi 
tions were assumed, the best that can be done is to create .s/;bjer/;;-c rowf/;- 
/rn/r-s /br reia/ergu/in;;. Kvcn under optimal conditions, help is needed to 
create ob/<°;7;?'c cotub'/mms /<w,./br ;c;';;/cg;y;/;n;; ;;;/o /be sw;b/;/: to secure job 
and place of domicile, among others. Socialist penology, at the same time, 
also reckons with the possibility that the desired aim cannot be reached 
during the course of imprisonment, because oi the harmful eifects ol prisoni- 
zation. Release from prison is frequently followed by restrictions of liberty, 
which are aimed at the prevention of recidivism.

/fcwri'disn/roM in any form of punishment — as agreed upon by scho
lars of criminal sciences of the socialist countries — is Zrriw/ r/orre /o preww/ 
rerir/ii'i-srrr. Neither the total transformation of the personality of the con
victs nor the restructuring of the moral values, can be considered to 
be realistic aims. (Karpec. 1978.) Resocialization is realistically sought 
through education and socio-psychology programmes. These, in genera), are 
aimed at filling the gaps in the process of socialisation, thus for instance, 
making the convict complete his schooling, providing him professional 
training or favourably influencing his work habits, etc. /rr /be -swbu/i.s/ 
rnrrrr/r re.s', ?/ ¡.s /be ;bgb/ a# rr eZZ u.s /be uZrZr'yu/rnrr p/'/be eurr/be/ /o rrwb. rebr/e 
.serrudr;/ /be serr/erree. Work op)iortunitics in the penitentiaires corres])Otid 
to the technical and legal conditions of work outsied the prison with wages 
corresponding to outside prevailing rates. In the past years, efforts to 
subordinate work to education have been gaining ground. (Györgyi, 197!).) 
Psychiatric treatment, psychotherapy or forced treatment are applied 
in the penitentiaries in exceptional cases only, at the decision oi the court 
and even then, in the majority of cases, only as supplementary measure 
instead of punishment intended as remedial measures.

7'of/n,;/. /a /be sorba/;.',/ ro;o;/r;es, f/berc ao oae r/is'/za/es /be /or/ /bo/ 
/br;aeua.-,'p/*/bcr;b;a;an/ /o;e ore .soere.s.--;/o/;aoa///o/;'a;;/rr/ e.r/ea/ ;'a /be 
/;gb/ ogoba.s/ /be a;oa;/bbb/ soeö;/ pro/;Zea;s' oar/ r'oa/rr;r/;r7;oa.s re//er7er/ ;a 
rr;a;e. It would be a naive to think the criminal law is able to change the 
effects of the forces of economy, society, or of social processes. "Criminal 
law here can onlv do what a dam can do againts flooding, it can hold it 
within the banks, it cannot however stop it." (Király. 1981(A). Society 
must recognize and avow its own responsibility. Such comprehensive eco
nomic. socio-political and education policy ¡flans arc needed which are able 
to decrease deviant behaviour, including crime. Consequently, a primary 
precondition of further development is the intensification of the effective 
ness oi socio-political programs. (Kudrjavcev, 1982.)

The development of the penal sanctions can. in the narrower sense ol 
the meaning, he outlined as follows, first of all, /bcrci'-acfb/u/lo/bc;' 
i/;//crr'n/;'r/r'br'/;rr'r;n/br' p;;;:;.-,b;;;c;;/.s/br;/r'r;;; be wc/t'd tw/ and. there is 
need to introduce such now forms of punishments, which do not entail 
social isolation for the convict. Resocialization programs must be increased
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during the period of deprivation of tiberty. To this effect, there is a, need 
for a more dif ferentiated system of institutions, better adjusted to the rea) 
needs of the convicts. In this regard, it is inevitable to explore both the 
objective and subjective causes of offences, at al! the stages of the proce
dure. Kudrjavcev summarizes this as follows: "W e must organize the 
constant psvchoiogicat diagnosis of the personality, to explore the psycho
logical characteristics, living circumstances, needs and range of interests 
of the individual, which in the course of resocialization and re-education, 
might be used as a field of influence" (1082.). The system of criminal sanc
tions has been undergoing a significant change; -sperm/ pweM/tpe qf/erAs 
/ars rowe /o /Ac /ore, with resocialization as the primary means. In those 
national legal systems, ?r/;cre prraisAwerr/.s oar/ /aeM.sarex ore xeyorn/ef/, /Ac 
'/¿ridda/ /iae.s ore yroo iag ¿rrdis/irre/. and now overlap both in content and 
aim. (Horváth. 1081.) As András Szabó writes, the domination of the law
centric conception which considers the infringement of the norms to be 
the substance of the crime, is slowly coming to an end. The new concept 
replacing the formalist normativist concept, considers the infringement 
of the existing norms as one of the forms of manifestations of the conflicts 
between man and society. Accordingly, the social reactions regulated by 
the law change too: /Ac area.srrrc.s- ui/M./ir.sV g/ a//, a/ /Ac .s-c///e?MC?r/ a//Ac raa/- 
/ir/.s. Legal means are becoming the framework for conflict solving prog
rammes of actions, while ¡renal sanctions are turning into measures with 
positive programmes ceasing to Ire exclusively repressive sanctions, which 
in the past, in the overwhelming majority of the cases, have meant nega
tive programmes only. The concept of prevention is increasingly gaining 
ground. (1!)66.) Punishment of a repressive character, however, can be 
left behind only if we are able to differentiate in accordance with the cha
racter of the presonality with the aim of preventing recidivism. This dif
ferentiation. in accordance with the character of personality, can be solved 
onlv with a parallel development in science, focussing on Man. and with 
the introduction of experimental methods. This is the only way to avoid 
anarchv, arbitrariness, or unscientific approaches in criminal practices. 
There are preconditions for the social, economic and political development 
of the criminal policy of the future. For my part. I would ¡tut the creation 
of scientific methods on an equal footing with the latter.

2. Penal sanctions and their implementation in the Hungarian criminal
policy

The sanctioning system Hungarian society inherited after the Second 
World War had been a roM-s'crrcr/ire .s-yx/ra; by European standards. The 
first Hungarian criminal code had. since its birth in 1878. been based on 
classical principles. Reformist efforts started right after the code entered 
into force — chiefly under the influence of the schools of sociology. Fol
lowing several amendments, by the end of the l!)20s, conditions developed 
for a more differentiated system of responsibility. The range of the sanc
tions applicable in the cases of offenders of lesser offences has been enlarged
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by the possibility of suspension of punishment. In oder to educate vagrants 
to work, the institution of the workhouse was created, entailing indeter
minate loss of liberty. In order to achieve a stronger defence of society 
against habitual criminals, preventive detention centres were introduced 
again with indeterminate loss of liberty. The most progressive legal form, 
beyond doubt, was the creation in 1908, of special criminal responsibility 
provisions for juvenile offenders. Such amendments to the criminal law 
had undoubtedly been, inspired by those seeking to reinforce the effects of 
special prevention. When such reforms came to an end in 1928, the remai
ning system was still basically conservative with a comparatively small 
number of types of criminal sanctions, as Hungary entered onto the path 
of fascism. (Király, 1981/B.)

In the course of the period, which followed the social and economic 
changes after 1945, some criminal sciences scholars, while getting closer to 
sociological concepts made efforts to outdo the school of formalistic crimi
nal law. Social conditions, however failed to provide conditions lor the 
realization of the so-called offenderoriented criminal law. The only product 
of this trend had been protective custody for the insane not liable for their 
offence. Such a decree went into force in 1948. (Györgyi, 1980.)

In the 1950s, it was repressive sanctions which came to the fore again. 
In the difficult economic situation of the post-war period and later during 
the years of the "cult of personality", criminological researches were not 
in demand. The social determination of crime as a concept could not assert 
itself. Punishment did not serve the education of the offender but was used 
as a reprisal for actions against the existing social order. The law on the 
General Part of the Criminal Code that went into iorce in 1950 reflected 
this fact only to the extent that it left the sanctioning system of the 1878 
Criminal Code basically unchanged and as principal punishments, it conti
nued to recognize capital punishment, imprisonment, life in prison or 
prison for determined term and the fine. The only preventive measures 
entailing deprivation of liberty were those which prescribed forced reme
dial treatment lor the mentally deranged. The General Part introduced 
however, and in this respect it proved to be progressive, reformatory edu
cative labour.

It could be considered as reformatory and educative measures repla
cing short and medium prison terms not exceeding 5 years. The provision 
of the law, which considerably widened the possibilities of suspending pu
nishment was, too, aimed at decreasing the number of deprivations of 
liberty. Though it was not in the law it was used in practice to deal with 
the dogmatic criminal policies and the distortions of power which mani
fested themselves in that era. In 1952, the number of those convicted, 
increased to an alltime high of 144,000. This meant a 53.4 per cent increase 
as compared to the year of 1938. (Vigh, 1964.) Very high proportions of 
crimes at that time were of the economic type. Deprivation of liberty 
continued to be the most frequently used punishment. In 1953, for instance, 
75 per cent of those convicted, were handed prison terms. Though the law 
provided for it, suspended prison terms were used comparatively rarely.
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Between 1952 — 54, the implementation of prison terms had been suspended 
in 29 — 39 per cent of the cases only. Reformatory and educative work as a 
new type of sanction, has been applied in a narrow range of offences only. 
It was at its highest level in 1954, when it made up 11.4 per cent of total 
punishments. Between 1952 — 55, capital punishment was meted out in 
14 to 19 cases annually. (Györgyi, 1980.)

By the second half of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s, more 
consolidated conditions of social development have been created ior the 
development of criminal policies. Under better balanced economic deve
lopment, social mobility and urbanization living standards gradually in
creased. /7 ia Í96T, wAea ^Ae/i'rg/ co/npreAeagive goctafig  ̂/Íaaga r ¿ a a Cri- 
laiaaJ Code wag Aora. Although codification work began as early as in the 
mid-1950s, there were no criminological research of merit, either during 
the codification work or at the time of the Criminal Code's implementation. 
This explains the fact why the Code failed, in many aspects, to provide any 
realistic crime causation concepts. Up to the early 1960s, crime as a cosial 
mass phenomenon, has been considered to lie alien to socialist social struc
ture. The objective causes behind crime had been attributed to the socio
economic relations ofcapitalism, the subjective causes had been attributed 
to "the remnants of the capitalist way of thinking." (Kádár, 1961.)

After 1956, in the early period of consolidation following the counter
revolution, criminal sciences scholars made efforts to strengthen, first of 
all, the human rights in criminal law and in criminal procedure, secondly, to 
advance scientific research in order to counter the distortions of the criminal 
policy of the "cult of personality" years. (Viski, 1959, Király, 1962.) These 
concepts, together with its consequences in practics, inevitably resulted in 
the reinforcement of the classical responsibility principles and its effects are 
still felt in the sanctioning system of the Criminal Code of 1961. In addition 
to education and general deterrence, reprisal also figured among the aims 
of punishment. Deprivation of liberty continued to occupy tire central 
place among the principal punishments. The general maximum of impri
sonment had been set at 15 years and, at the same time, life sentences had 
been abolished. By enlarging the scope of measures, the new Criminal 
Code made an effort to create possibilities for a more differentiated system 
of punishment and, in this regard, it can be called progressive. In addition 
to introducing the concept of criminal responsibility, the new Code intro
duced the admonishment and coercive treatment of alcoholics. After the 
new Code went into force, actual practice became more balanced. The 
number of executions decreased (in 1971 there were only three). Depri
vation of liberty, the most frequently applied type of punishment, made 
up nearly half of the total punishments, however implementation was sus
pended in every second case. In 1971 the number of those sentenced to 
reformatory-educative work had been around 13 — 15 per cent, and those 
fined, around 30 per cent (Györgyi, 1980.)

la  fAe earJy 196'0g, roughly at the time of the implementation of the 
new Criminal Code crbaiaoAx/y, gocioAxyy and pgycAo/oyy re.searcA prqyecfg 
were JaaacAe<7. From this time on, more and more social science scholars
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ber-ame convinced by the concept that the socialist industrialization and 
sni)set]nent socia) tnobility increased the number of confiicts that burst 
into the open in the form of deviant behaviour, including crime. When a 
transformation in socia) structure is taking ptace in a comparativeiy short 
time. an<) it effects wide strata of society, it is inevitahty accompanied 
bv an increase in crime rate. This does not mean, however, that basic 
changes in a society woutd automaticatty teat! to increases in crime rate. 
Factors influencing the cultural level of a given nation also ['lay a role as 
do the nation's traditions, chances of stable survival under new conditions, 
the moral standards of the population, as well as the remnants of former 
habits and morals. (Kulcsár. 198".) Mare /Ac prriw/ ama/inaed aad ia /Ac 
/A/A/ c/ /Ac fdaa'e. an ear drairs /Ac /dr/ //a;/ ia /Ac .wria/is/ aorir/y rriam is- a 
raa'/dr.r aa/ss /dannaaraaa "AAA arraaz/,aaic.s-. as- a ra/r, a aa/iaa .'. rarrea/ 
period '(/ dcre/a/aaea/. In socialist society, too, crime continued to be the 
[nice to be ¡add for inequalities and unequal opportunities. (Király. 1978.) 
Employing conscientious and effective social policies the success of the 
fight against crime depends on the extent to which society is able to dec
rease social injustice under the existing economic conditions, the political 
[tower structure and on the extent to w hich society can secure more equal 
opportunities leading to better socia] integration, (flönczöl. 1982.) Initially 
this concept affected only a limited sphere of social polices in the course 
of its development. The polemics about the determinist interpretation o- 
responsihilitv first focussed on criminal responsibility in the case of juve, 
niles (Szabó. !9(H. Yigh. 19(S4) later it developed into a scientific debate!' 
embracing the entire concept of criminal responsibility. (Yigh. 1980, 
Szabó. 1980.) The development of the current concept was proceeded by 
research baser! on wide-ranging empirical experiences into the different 
manifestations of criminal offences committed by juvenile, recidivist, fe
male anti gypsy offenders; crimes against property: violence, parasitic, 
and traffic crimes and crimes against the national economy. The results of 
such research, initially addressed criminal politics only. In regards to 
penal sanctions experts were unanimous in their conclusions that preven
tion can be more effectively achieved by a wider reliance on special pre
vention. This in turn, presupposes the classification methods to implement 
resocialization. Consequcntlv. criminal practice must pay far greater atten
tion than ever before to the personality of the offender, to the tendency of 
the person's dangerousness to society and to the depth and intensity of 
such dangerousness. (Hócz, 1975. tlönczöl. 1980/A.) With the growth of 
social experiments and with parallel developments in sociology and psy
chology. such criminological concepts are gaining ground. This will demand 
more direct contacts with disciplines (outside traditional criminal policy, 
such as for instance with sociology and political science. This must embody 
the concept which does not consider prevention of ctime to be the exclusive 
task ofctiminirl justice ]<ersonnel or ]<o)ices(\ (*rnies. 1971.) W hile. ;rt the 
beginning this has been a scientifically supported wish only: by now it has 
been promoted to the status of social-policy.
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I f  we locus our analysis onto the effects of criminal research on the 
actual penal sanctions and practices, we will see characteristics of parallel, 
reciprocal development. It is to he noted that /еуЫя/тн proved /o Ac .sonrc- 
;гАн/ amrc cpcc /ccYov/s /Ac re.sw//.s' r;/' rrindHo/nf/icui rc.scrocA rc/Acr /Анн хси,- 
/сисгну/ pw/i're cr d/;p/cc;cc/c/;'cc.

It was not lon</ after the start of criminological research, when the 
first Hungarian Law Enforcement Code came into being in HMlh, setting 
the ..re-education of the convict into a law-abiding citizen" as the main 
aim of deprivation of liberty — not in the least due to the effect of crimino
logical concepts. (§2, Law Enforcement Code.)

Outstanding among the supplementary provisions of the Penal ( ode 
of НМЛ, is statutory rule No. !). 1!)74. which introduced the concept of 
exceptionally dangerous recidivists and decreed their preventive detention. 
This much debated rule has been included in the codification programme 
at the initiation of a couple of criminologists. (\ igh—(budai, ИМИ).) In 
the case of a relatively wide section of habitual recidivist, this made it pos
sible for the courts to inflict additional deprivation of liberty oi relatively 
indeterminate periods of time, between 2 — 5 years, besides the actually 
imposed prison term. In spite of the fact that early analyses revealed that 
the responsibility system of the Criminal Code oi ИМИ was not effective 
against recidivism, the majority of the criminologists opposed the intro
duction of the institution of preventive detention. (Vermes. HMS3.;)

The criminal justice system has started to make increasing eiforts. 
cspcciallv since the early Mt'Os, to limit the range of prison sentences to a 
greater extent than ever before. By the second half of the H)70s. in three- 
quarters of the total cases, criminal courts imposed punishments, i. e. sus
pended prison terms, reformatory and educative labour or lines, none in
volving deprivation of liberty. Capital punishment has been imposed in 
extraordinary exceptional cases only. In recent years only one on the ave
rage annually. As a result of a Presidential Council decres of the people's 
Republic in it)73, entitled "About the legal policy principles of the criminal 
justice system ", criminal policy has been differentiated. The decres retlec- 
ted a verv progressive concept, which directly utilizes the results ot crimi 
nologv. It emphatically called attention, among other things, to the need 
for differentiation in the course of the proceedings in accordance with the 
crime and the degree of dangerousness of the offender to society. It olfered 
directives concerning the types of crime and criminals to be regarded as 
incrcasinglv dangerous to society under existing social circumstances. It 
piovided for milder consideration in the case of first offenders in eases oi 
comparatively mild offences whose previous behaviour had not been objec
tionable. Weighing all the circumstances, in the case of the latter type, the 
decree called for punishments но/ involving the deprivation of liberty.

The legal agency fot' the after care of those released from prison, estab
lished in H)75, serves the interest of more effective and differentiated spe
cial prevention. This provision of the law assists the resocialization ol 
those released from prison. The after-care agency also creates the social 
conditions for resocialization (accommodation, jobs). The decree also pro-
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A ided for the supervision and control over a limited member of those re
leased from prison, in order to prevent a repetition of crime. This same law 
created the institution of the probation within the court system which 
continues present-day function. This means, that a complex resocialization 
system is now in place to help those released from prison in social reinteg
ration. Following the creation of the 1978 Penal Code, this system has been 
further perfected.

Earlier partial reforms created a greater demand for comprehensive 
criminal law codification. Work started as early as in the 1970s, aimed at 
reforming the Penal Code, the Code for Criminal Procedure and the Law 
Enforcement Code. In this manner, the realization of a fully comprehen
sive concept in the sphere of criminal law policies, came within reach. vVe?e 
/cyZ.s/n/Zoa a-aa adopted Za 7.9 7 A' <md /a /.97.9, reapec/Zve/y.

In regard to the reform of sanctions, it can be stated that a great ad
vance had been made towards a properly differentiated system which we 
believe lives up to modern scientific thinking. 77; e /eadeacy q/ /Ae ear/Zer 
yeara, wAea /Ac yeaera/ prevea/Zre and repreaaZce aapec/a were a/roay/y ew/or- 
ced, Aaa /o a yrea/ ex/ea/ Aeea rep/aced Ay a acw aya/e?a aa/A eaipAaaZa apoa 
apecia/ preaea/Zoa aad Z?idZrid?/a/;za/Za a. The basis of criminal responsibility 
continues to be the crime. However, in the course of the legal process, grea
ter attention is now paid to the personality of the offender, to his conduct 
and life conditions proceeding the crime and to the objective and subjec
tive causes of the crime. Accordingly, the sanctioning svstem has been 
differentiated as well. ZVew n//erna/Zpe paaZaAa/ea/a aad weaaarea Aare Aeea 
Za/radaced /o /wr/Aer //aid /Ac -scope q/* paa/aAaa?a/a eapecZa//y a /̂ee/iay /Ae 
depriia/ioa q/ /ZAer/y. This became necessary, because in earlier judicial 
practices there had been a predilection for imposing short-term sentences 
even in cases when the aim of punishment did not seem to justify it. In the 
period between 1976 and 1978, for instance, the number of prison terms 
below one year, made up 30 per cent of total prison terms imposed. Effec
tive resocialization under conditions of isolation could not be realized du
ring such a short term especially if we subtract the time spent in custody 
from the prison sentence itself. (The time spent in custody is always inclu
ded as a credit toward the prison sentence.) At the same time, with the 
majority oi lesser offenders resocialization behind bars is not now consi
dered necessary. /a ca.se o/ wZ/der crZa:ea, wader /Ae mete /aw, .sa;;<7io?!.s wAZcA 
were aged ae awpp/ewea/ary pwaZaAa:ea/a exc/waZwe/y, caa Ae rae/ed oa/ ae 
prZacZpa/ paa/eAwea/e. (Thus, for instance interdiction from practicing a 
profession or from driving a motor vehicle, can be meted out as principal 
punishments.) The reiorm of the fine system, too, aimed at widening the 
scope of punishments and to achieve greater individualization. 7*Ae /aw 
Za/rodwced /Ae peaa//y o/ /Ae eo-ca//ed "day /Zae", which had already been 
operating well in the Scandinavian countries, the Federal Republic of 
Germany and Austria (Hard, Györgyi, 1978.) Reformatory and educative 
work continue to be principal punishments. The number of measures, 
which can be used exclusively to replace prison terms, has been widened. 
RroAa/Zoa Aaa Aeea Za/rodwced/or adwZ/ q//eadera. It has been assumed that
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in the case of lesser offences by occasional offenders, the /Aren/ of punish
ment has a greater deterrent effect than the actual prison term itself. In the 
course of probation, if need be, resocialization may be stressed. The Crimi
nal Code made it possible to order probation supervision. The court has the 
power to order certain rules of behaviour for those on probation with comp
liance supervised by the probation officer. Even under the previous Crimi
nal Code, it was possible to suspend a prison sentences not surpassing two 
years. The new Criminal Code in turn, provised for probation supervision 
for those under suspended prison terms. With this provision, the effective
ness of such punishments which do not involve deprivation of liberty, in
creased. The new Law provides for /orced /reaPne?;/ o/* a/coAo/ addict. In 
cases, where the prison term is for more than six months, forced treatment 
of alcoholics is accomplished within the framework of a prison sentence. 
I f  the offence does not carry a prison sentence exceeding six months, the 
alcoholic can be remanded to work therapy treatment in a special insti
tution, instead of a normal prison.

7?o/A /Ae gyg/ew o/ prison pM?M.sA?Me%/ /iAcr/y oMd impZe?HC?!/<7/i*0M, 
MMdcrM'eM? a A<Mtc re/brw. The general minimum of 30 days has been raised 
to 3 months. This, too, has been done with the intention of encouraging 
the application of alternatives to prison. When the Law entered into force, 
the Minister of Justice emphatically underlined that "deprivation of li
berty should be applied only is cases where it is really justified." (Markoja, 
1979.) 7% Aercowe (dear a.s ear/y n.s /Ac codi/ica/ion era, //ad deprit'a/ioM q/ 
ZiAcr/y caH.no/AoMeucr Ae ?nade a .sdqpdar or c.Tccp/ZonaZ /or?M o/pMHicAn;cH/. 
"Against the more severe offences, prison continues to be indispensable 
and necessary. This is first of all due to the fact that it is prison which has 
the strongest deterrent effect of all punishments, and with its isolating 
function it has a security effect as well. Besides, prison provides rich possi
bilities of variation." (Ficsor —Laszlo, 1976.)

There are three types of institutions for the execution of prison sen
tences. They are the penitentiary, the common prison and the house of 
detention. Which of the three to be used, is decided by the cognizant 
criminal court. The above three differ from each other as to the extent of 
the isolation from the free world, the restrictive rules and thus prison life 
itself. The new Law Enforcement Code however provided that the civil 
rights and the responsibilities of convicts could be limited only to the ex
tent the sentence or the law sets out or to the extent the exercise of such 
rights are not in contradiction with the aim of punishment. This, inter
preted into the language of institutional life in the above mentioned insti
tutions, means that the convict can be isolated from the outside world only 
to the extent necessary for the defence of society. This may be stated as 
the p rinciple of the least restriction consistent with social defence". (Pri
soners are allowed to keep in touch with their families. Furloughs are gran
ted too; from the common prison in exceptional cases and from the house 
of detention regularly. In the latter type of institution, the prisoner is even 
allowed to work in workplaces outside the institution.) In order to help the 
gradual acclimatization to the conditions of the outside life, the new law
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itrtroduce'i tire institution ot the//ua.\'<7/ucu/</;uu/<. t ire taureiitot the tran- 
sitiotral grou]')rravi<e grante<itowa)(itireen(io) tire ]<tisonternr. tor con
victs in ¡renitentiaries an(i tor tirose scnten<;e(i to ]<rison terms iotrger than 
five years. (W'triie in a transitiona) grort)). the eonvict may t)e grantefi short 
ieaves an() can )te empioved outsi'ie the itrstitution, or may attowed free 
tnovement w itirin the institution or is permitted to have nntimited contacts 
with a probation offiver. etc.)

The mod. important prin ipieof the new taw is that /Ac <m/d'e ics///;;- 
/hnr g/ /Ac i/ep/'dc/cm g/' dAf/7y. /w/f/Acr ?ri/A /Ac coorr/imdcr/ nc/an'/y ((/ a// 
/Ao.sc por/ir/yc/dc/ in. i/. is non- r/cAica/cd /o /Ac aim g/' /Ac rc-cdcrc/ion g/ 
roncic/.s. i'lducationai activity must ot<vious)y be stated to t he educational 
and social leva! of the convict. The majority of the convicts are aduits. A 
significant i<ioportion of them are reciriivists who have conrnritteti serious 
crimes. Their tevet oferiucatiorr is weit betow the average, i'ndersuch con
ditions. the basic task of a resocialixation program is to make up for the 
gaps in etementary knowtedge. i.e. etementary schooiing. (Under t)ic age
oftt). etementarv setroot is coni]mtsory. for those over to opportunities are
made available.) Resociatixation is made (onskierabiy easier try the far t 
that the convicts are given training in such skids that are in demand in tire 
free work). Depending upon ttre length of punishment, there are training 
programs for semiskitted or skitted workers. (Convicts may continue secon
dary or higher education studies as we)!.) in tire course ot tire rcsociaiixa- 
tion process, in addition to centraily organixed forms of education, thcrc
areaisospocialixcd forms for the individuai or groups. The purposcofthcso
programs is to accustonr tire convict to forms of free iife which will heip
him survive on tire outside in a sociailv acceptable manner. 1 Ire new taw 
teft intact the ruies of emptoyment permitting convicts to enter in indust
rial or agricutturai work programs at prevailing wages. With ttre creation 
of prison work programs care was aiso taken to secure ex-convicts jobs 
reiated to what was learend during his prison stay, if need ire. accommoda
tion mav ire secured tor him at worker's hosteis.

Rased on tire aforesaid, it is obvious that itr the case oi Hungarian 
pcntitcntiarics. M'f furore/ /rr/A rr/rorr/ /r'frr/rrrr'rr/ prrrr/rrrrrrs dr /Af r'Ar.̂ rfrr/ .sr rr.sc 
rr/ /Af errrrrep/. It Arr/ ;s Aerrrr/ r/rrrre rrr /Af-se rrr.s/r/rr/rorr.s eurr Ae/Zer /re r/f/drer/ us* 
reswru/drr/rrrrr dr /rrrre rr ;/A rrrrrr/er rr er drrdruArrpfrr/ /Arrrrr/A/. ) n <rur institutions, 
no atempt is matie at the c<rmptete transf<rrnrati<rtr of tire convict's perso
nality. The main task is to correct those traits which made tire person unlit 
tor integration into society and to try tar get trim to accept and respect ttre 
basic principles of lawlul existence itr society. (Yincxe. i!)S2.) Dre penai
instituions cmptovtull time pedagogists. who are assisted by one or two 
psychologists. Resides, teams of doctors, psychoiogists and teachers spe-
ciaiixcd in the treatment of ttre defective care for psychopathic convicts in 
speciai institutions rrr itr separate parts ot other institutions. A iarge number 
of psychopaths are incarcerated because of their addiction to ahoho) and 
have been sentenced to forced treatment. Resocialixation is augmented try 
paroie opportunities which are wideiy availabie. Under the taw. in certain 
cases, tire test perks) (paroie) is (tone under the supervision of probation
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officers. (The general minimum o) three months in [nisotimusl be served 
by all convicts. in the case of })enitantiaties, ])arole mav be granted after 
serving 4/5 of the sentence, while in common prison 3/4 and in the house 
of detention 2/3 of the sentence must he served, in the case o f tife terms, 
parote can tie granted after 20 years in ptison.)

7'Ac f'roMi'nu/ Cw/r n/ /.77(S', r/'c;/e(/ new /cgn/u/inu-, gnecridng /rrcccK/iec 
dc/cn/ioa cc/drc. lire taw cteartv defines the concept amt structure of reci
divism. it qualifies as especially dangerous recidivists ontv those, who 
repeatedtv commit the most severe crimes. Consequently, tire range of those 
who come under this new definition has considerably narrowed. (Kxeluded 
from ttris category were for instance such multiple offenders who regularly 
commit lesser crimes against property.) Preventive detention programs 
have heen considerably improved to comfort with the concept of resociali
zation. During the time of preventive detention, convicts enjoy greater 
liberty than during their sentence in a prison. (For example, they can he 
granted short community leaves of up to 14 days, or they can he employed 
in workplaces outside the institution or are allowed to spend their leisure 
time as they prefer.) After two years, they are eligible for probation under 
supervision. Parole consideration is mandatory every year after two years 
spent in preventive detention. Preventive detention is limited to a maxi
mum of five years.

The new Criminal Code entered into force at the beginning of June. 
1979. Not enough time has elapsed since then to sufficiently draw any 
final conclusions concerning its actual effects. There are alreadv certain 
tendencies recognizable for a comparison with its intentions. Since thc 
new Criminal Code entered into force, /Ac prupor/imr rV prison .s-eir/cnre.'.' 
did an/ dccrcc/sc, <w /Ac roM/rmy/ d wu.s .<dA/A//?/ irrcrcu.scd. Pt ison sentences 
make up for somewhat more than one-fourth of the total punishments. The 
proportion of the comparatively short-term sentences i.e. under one year, 
increased from an earlier annual average of 3b ¡ter cent to 37.2 per cent 
in 1082. The number of suspended prison terms remained practically the 
same, and. the proportion of reformatory atid educative work sentences 
decreased. The number of fines, however, decreased considerably. (In 1977, 
fines made up 46.1 per cent of total punishments while in 1982 it dropped 
to 3b.(i per cent.) Thus, the introduction of new, alternate punishments 
and measures, did not bring about desired decreases in short-term ptison 
sentences; it only decreased fines and reformatory-educative work senten
ces. In 1982. supplementary punishments implemented to replace principal 
punishments, made up 7 — 8 per cent total punishments, with probation 
figuring high among these supplementary punishments.

/Acre atA/A/ Ac Accc/vd rcu.soa.s AcAiad /Ac.se emu/e.siruA/c /e/u/cncic.s. In 
the period past, crime rate might have developed so unfavourably that it 
made wide use of milder sanctions impossible. The data about the Crime 
rate however, does not support this assumption. For a long period, 
the volume of crime has hardly changed: between 1965 and 1981, it in
creased by only lb.6 per cent. The proportion of the offenders however, de
creased by 9.1 per cent in the same period. Neither were there anv essential
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changes in the structure of the crime itself. More than half of crime was 
against property; the proportion of traffic crimes was 11—13 per cent, 
that of violent crimes 6 — 11 per cent, while crimes of economic character, 
2.5 —4.5 per cent. Between 1965 and 1981, the proportion of crimes against 
property decreased by 5 per cent, while traffic crimes increased by 2.5 per 
cent. The proportion of violent crime and crimes committed against the 
national economy, also increased by 5 and 2 per cent respectively. TAere 
irere Mo .so/yti/icaM? cAaayeg e/iAcr ro/awc, trend or /ypc o/ crd?yc but certain 
unfavourable tendencies can be seen. For example, certain types of violent 
crimes, like robbery, has shown a permanent increase in the last three 
years. iVone o/ /Aese cAaMr/c.s conM Aoicever jycs'b'/y .sen/encbyy practice n AicA 
M'OMtd re.s/ore prison panisAnicnt to its /oryncr /cadiny ro/e.

The reasons cited in the new Criminal Code for short-term prison 
sentences are more obvious than those mentioned above. The Criminal 
Code of 1978 carried out a certain rneasnre o/ decrin; ina/izaiion, i.e. it exclu
ded, as a crime, the offence of defamation of character. (The new sentence 
for defamation of character carries a fine only in an administrative proce
dure.) Since this type of offence is no longer considered to be a crime, but an 
administrative offence it obviously brought a decrease in fines. The new 
Law makes court mitigation of' punishments exceptional and declares more 
severe santions against recidivists. These new laws resulted in the more 
frequent application of deprivation of liberty.

It seems however that there are certain d/̂ fcrcMces approacA. 7'Ai.s, 
ia Zara ArMdc/'.s' /Ac proper app/rea/ioa o/ a di^ereM/Mded .sy-dCM; o/gaMc/ioMs. 
It is now a precondition for efficient implementation of special prevention 
that, in addition to the dangerousness of the criminal action to society, 
the personality of the offender, his life style, and both the objective and 
subjective causes of the crime must be explored in the course of the criminal 
procedure. (Gonczdl, 1980/B.) Experiences thus far show however that 
prosecution authorities fail to give due consideration to the factors cited. 
The Ministry of Justice made a comprehensive survey to determine the 
obstacles to a wider use of punishments which do not entail deprivation 
of liberty. In the majority of the cases, according to the findings of this 
survey, punishments not entailing prison terms had been applied only in 
cases where the weight of the criminal action was very mild and where the 
offender's personality could be qualified as nearly "non-objectionable" 
without any thorough examination. The survey has emphatically stated 
that probation may be applied even in the case of persons with several 
previous convictions might not be considered "recidivists" if the conduct 
of the ofiender since the time of the last sentence served, leads to the assump
tion that the purpose of the instant punishment can be achieved by the 
threat of new punishment alone. Probation can also be ordered in the case 
of an offender with "objectionable" conduct, if in the period that has elap
sed between the offence and the court procedure the ofiender gave evidence 
that he wants to change his basic life style. (For instance, if he volunteers 
for alcoholic treatment.) These efforts on behalf of the convict must then 
be officially reinforced by placing him under the control of probation
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supervision and by presrcibing rules of behaviour for him. "For a well- 
grounded judgement, the court must have sufficient information at its 
disposal about the offender's personality, his conduct of life in general, 
and about his behaviour in the workplace and in his private life in parti
cular. Procedures, in the majority of cases however, fail to explore these 
aspects in necessary depth. Even the report iorm the workplace is often 
missing," the survey states. (Anonyme, 1982.)

Similar shortcomings were also found in probation practice. Probation 
could be expected to operate successfully if the conditions it sets for offen
ders adequately consider both the personality of the latter and to the cir
cumstances of the offence. Experience showed however, that neither the 
police investigation nor the court procedure and subsequent sentencing 
threw any light on these factors. Consequently, probation as means of pu
nishment lags far behind what was expected of it. And, even when applied, 
the rules of behaviour are neither properly founded nor are they parti
cularly suited to the personality of the offender. (Pecsvaradi, 1982.) The 
exploration of the personal characteristics of the offender is a precondition 
for the application and effective implementation of any punishment.

In this regard, criminal procedure /o?ms a comp/cx en/i/y* i?/b/*?nn/ion 
ya/Aered a/ a yiven g/aye of /Ac procedure gAoaM a of merely geruc as a Aagig 
/or /Ac near/ g/aye of /Ae procedure, Aid sAoidd serve /Ac yenera/ yoai of /Ac n//i- 
?na/e saaefioa as aeH. Thus, in the course of the police investigation not 
only those facts should be gathered which help the court procedure, but 
attention must also be paid to the requirements of the eventual resociali
zation programme to be implemented in the course of sentencing. At the 
same time, however, prison officials cannot disregard the dangerousness 
of the offence to society or the evidence pertaining to the degree of the 
seriousness of the offence and they cannot say that as executers they have 
to deal with the personality only. Neither can they say thar personality 
factors have already played their role in earlier stages of the procedure. 
(That is to say, the offence itself usually reflects the character of the per
sonality.) In this way, resocialization programmes can be used with the 
offender-as-a-person rather than simply inferring personality from a parti
cular offence. Judges in the penitentiary-system and full-time parole offi
cers must work under the guidance of the above principles. The results 
achieved during the implementation of the punishment must be evaluated 
in the light of evidence gathered by court and in the light of the charac
teristics of the personality of the offender. The measures to be taken to 
secure the convict's reintegration to society must be selected with due con
sideration to all these elements. (Gonczol, 1980/B.) The foregoing can only 
be realized by a change in approach, namely i/ a// /Ac an/Aori/ieg par/icipa- 
/iny in /Ac procedure come /o /Ac rc-spongiA/e reaiixa/icn o/ /Ae/ac/ /Aa/ pMnisA- 
?nen/ ning/ no/ on/y Ac jag/ An/ i/ ntn.s/ a/go Ac ej/cc/ivc. Accordingly, punish
ment must be meted out and implemented in a way that leads to the pre
vention of a repetition of crime in the case of the offender they are dealing 
with. In addition to the criminal offence itself, the personality of the ofien- 
der and the circumstances of the offence must be made the basis of indi-
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virtualization. (Anottyme. 1982/B.) !n order to bring the different approa
ches nearer to each other, certain practices must he changed, tor example 
the court practice rvhere requirements are based upon qualitative apsects 
almost alone. Changes are needed also in methods of criminal investiga
tions.

I cannot, here, elaborate fully practices that followed the period of 
the Criminal Code's implementation. The fact that there had been experi
ences worthy of attention should however lie noted here. Among others, 
there Avas a significant decrease in the application of preventive detention 
as a ibrm of punishment. While in 1978. it has been applied in 12.6 per cent 
of cases to those sentenced to a minimum of two years in prison, this pro
portion dropped to 2.6 per cent in 1681. as a result of the new law* (Ano- 
nvme, )!)8) A.) in the case of juvenile offenders, similar favourable ten
dencies were realized. While in the period proceeding the new criminal 
Code, reformatory and educative measures with juvenile offendei-s had 
been hardly more than one-third of the total of cases, in 198). it rose to 55 
per cent. (Anonvme, 1982/A.)

77m ĉ y'cr/iwaas'.s q/ /Ac paaisAntca/ must also be considered. In the 
past decade, in Hungary, some outstanding research projects have been 
carried out on this subject. These researches have clearly shown that from 
the point of view of recidivism alone, one cannot draw any clear-cut conse
quence as to the effectiveness of prevention or punishments applied. That 
is to say, punishment can, at best, influence the personal character of the 
offender. The influence of punishment on the actual social circumstances 
of the criminal actor however, is far more limited. There were experiments 
to analyse the prisoner's will for reintegration into society and their beha
viour following release from prison. In 40 per cent of the cases ol those 
sentenced to prison for the first time, the effect of this punishment had 
been favourable: in 50 per cent of cases it was found to be indifferent , while 
in 10 per cent of the cases a new crime was committed. (Vigil. 1976.) Similar 
analyses had been carried out in connection with suspended prison senten
ces and probation. Probation under supervision for instance, proved to be 
eflective in 99 per cent of the cases and in 95 per cent, of suspended prison 
term cases. Similarly positive results were found with parole when applied 
to prisoners released either from prison or from preventive detention. The 
remaining term of the prison sentence had to be served in only 6.4 percent 
of the cases, while the temporary leave from preventive detention had to be 
cancelled in 13.5 per cent of the cases. (Vermes, 1982.)

The above survey of the system of the Hungarian criminal sanction 
policies and experiences provides a new perspective for prevention. In the 
light of the above, the question whether it is treatment or punishment 
which serves the aim of special prevention may be answered as follows: 
¿a /Zwupnry rcAOcit/b'zu/ioa t# renbzcf/ ai/Abi /Ac //'"wrnwA q/' pMUt&AntcH/. 
AH those efforts which serve the education of the offender, his reintegra
tion into society can only be realized within a framew ork of crime-propor
tionate punishment. This concept attempts to guarantee the human tights 
of the offender on the one hand while it offers a reasonable defence of the
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public order. onUteothcr. ftitnitm) law c a n  utMiertakc the resolve socio
political jtroblems only it undertaken within the limitations mentioned. 
Criminal law ))olicies however can prove effective only it its sanctions are 
supplemented with such-socio-political measures which /nr/- dtoc&s, and 
it they help resolve such problems and difficulties which are the social 
source of the crime. Certain types of offences often reveal problems, the 
solution of which, is cither impossible or is only partially possible in the 
course of the punishment. In such cases, either parallel with the punish
ment or after the period of punishment, coordinated socio-political mea
sures are necessary. These measures however, are necessary not only to 
prevent recidivism, but also to put a brake on repetitive criminality. This, 
then leads to the need for rrtMC ynercH/ion in a a ider, .socie-/ndi/icc/ sense. 
( M late, it has become more and more obvious particularly as a result of a 
comprehensive analysis into deviant behaviour that there are lew singular 
social contradictions which play an exclusive or even dominant role in 
criminogenic behaviour. In other words, it is very difficult to differentiate 
between the social causes behind certain deviant behaviour forms — it is 
rather in the individual cases, where the differences manifest themselves.

CoM.sc'/MrM//y. rontprcAcnsirc swin-po/i/icu/ wfusarcs ure needed trAirA 
urr /urge/cd w/uins/ /Ac w/wd sornd runses Mndcr/ging deriuwey us u rondpea; 
.w ad  /jAeHOMCMOM und not w/urns/ /Acir indn'idau/ /wn;s of Muaifc.s/u/irM. 
In the case of alcoholics for instance it is the social problems of alcohol 
addicts that must he solved. It is nearly irrelevant here whether the conse
quence of alcoholism is crime or suicide. Taking another example, society 
must fight against the disruption of compulsory education. Here, it is 
similarly irrelevant w hether the lack of school education might lead to a 
criminal career or to addiction to alcohol.

This however, does not make research into the social or the individual 
causes of the crime superfluous, quite the contrary it makes stu b efforts 
emphatically more important. Complex prevention program can only be 
called into being if there is sufficient understanding of social experience. 
However, a comprehensive social programme, can be successful onlv if it 
embodies a properly differentiated system corresponding to the existing 
conditions of society and to the level of development of the social sciences. 
Prevention and sanctions have to dove tail in the community through 
operating agencies. In the framework of a social system, national legis
lation could be created which would very clearly specify the tasks of the 
given types of social institutions. (Codony. I!)8d.)

Finally, there emerges the question: ia /Acre uay rrinnMu/ Anr pA/Ao 
-sopAy end aUHf/ion aga/CM. nAicA ia good nr And, in /Ac ud.-ndn/n .sense q/ /Ac 
Meaning/ There is no clear cut answer to this question. We must realize 
the fact that criminal policies and a system of legal consequences are of a 
follow -up character. The question can be posed only in this form: to what 
extent do critninal policies atid critninal system live up to the economic, 
social and political requirements of the era. and to what extent do they 
apply the results of up-to-date scientific findings in the interest of achieving 
their aims. There were times when criminologists were inclined to assume
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treatment and resocialization as absolute values. Where this was done, 
the system was seen as correct and useful. Since then we have realized the 
fact that it is not the philosophy of the criminal policy or the quality of the 
measures which decide wheter the criminal policy system is effective or 
not. (The success of resocialization program depend on conditions after 
release from prison; whether society is able to secure the basic conditions 
of life for an ex-convict or whether he must reckon with becoming a jobless 
outcast.)

In regard to social conditions, the philosophy of punishment and the 
sanctioning system, the socialist countries considerably differ from the 
developed western nations, despite the acceptance of the two New York 
Convenants of 1966 on human rights — including norms of criminal law — 
and introduced by all of the socialist countries and by most of the deve
loped western countries. The latter now seem to be turning back to neo
classical criminal philosophy but at the same time they also utilize those 
aspects of the treatment ideology which look promising under their cir
cumstances. The socialist countries, after a short detour, have been follo
wing the classical system and in the last 15 years they further developed 
the methods of resocialization. Thus, at this historic stage, there can be 
highly useful exchanges of experiences between the experts of the two 
group of nations having different social systems.
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K A 'I 'A L IX  CÖ X t'/O i,

L'autem'traiti'li'sf'araetéi'istifptesdelasfti'ialpolitifpti'eriminfHehongroisi sous lem 
as pent historifiui-.Hf'f.nstatequi'lijugiUH'nt flt-la tutsure fiola responsabilitépi'-nuli-flans 
к-s payssoeialistess'tulapte avant tout attiomportement flu flé]inf)uant,dangereux pour 
la socictc. Xéanmoitts oo voit цчс la tcoilaocc flevient ilc plus со plus cviilcotc oó la rcalisa- 
tion de l'intlui-nee preventive spéfiiali-se П'пЬ.чч-au natyett de la flitíi rt-nfiatimt des pidnes 
applicahlcs, ait tooyco de l'iotiodoctioo des nottvelles ct des icceotcs lormes de [tciocs. 
La [ii'cteotioo de la large application des ¡n.iin's o'eotiaioaot pas la ¡aivatioo de liberte 
s'accroít. Daos le cadre de la privation de liberté á exéeuter no accent de plusett plus grand
sotnotsurlarésof-ialisatiun. Ainsi les conditions sot' inh'setpolitiqueslavutisontdomioux
en mieux la realisation du programme de rcsocialisation adapte á la personnalité dn déliti- 
qnant. Mais pom- sa realisation justement dans l'intéröt de la protect
mentanxdescitoyens illant égalcmont creer losconditinisscientitiipics.

Xéamnoinsfmseraitnai't'flo erőire tpte le flroitpénaljtourraitehattgerl'inllueme des
lois sociales et éeottomiqnes appataissan) fiaos la ta iminalité. les processtts fibjeetils ayant
Icor role dans la reproflnct ion sociale l íe la  flélinqnanco.T.asocictéflnitconnoitrof-trccon-
naltre de plus en plus sa res])onsabilÍH'. Les [irogrammes généraux ft'éeononiie, de pulitiqne 
sociale, de politique crimincllc tloivent étre flestinés á l'atténuation de l'inilnenie des con* 
tradictions sociales, ce qui ¡termettra uniquenunt de dimitnter les lortnes de coniportoment 
déviant et de cetté lakott la eritninalité.

СВЯЗЬ МЕЖДУ ВЕНГЕРСКОЙ СОЦИАЛЬНОЙ п о л и т и к о й  и п о ли т и к о й
УГОЛОВНОГО ПРАВА

Л -Р  К А Т А Л И Н  ГЕ Н Ц Н Л

Особенности социалистической политики уголовного нрава рассматриваются авто-
ром с исторического аспекта их развития. Далее устанавливается, что опенка степени 
молочной ответственности t¡ социалистических странах прежде acet o зависит от 
степени oñtueCTBenHoüomtcttoCTticoHcpttteHHOto деяния. Однако все очевиднее теи- 
дечищя, вкоторойусилпчастсяснечна.ч.ноенревентвноевлнянпе[[аказанийг!утем 
дифференциации назначаемых н;и.азаннй и введения все более нищих форм наказа- 
пня. Растет нотребносч.вболее широком иримененниф()рм наказаний без лшиения 
свободы. А а области лишения свободы асе 6o.it.ttotii упор делается mt рссоцшишза- 
ншо. Таким образом, обществен!Ш-политнческие условия асе в большей мере благо
приятствуют осуществлению программы ресоциализации, приспособленной к лич
ности совершающего преступление.

Однако для этою а интересах защип.! основных гражданских нрав необходимо 
создать и научные условии.

В то же время наивно было бы считан., что с помощью уголовною нрава можно 
было бы изменить влияние экономических законов, всплывающих иа поверхность 
в преступлении, а также объективные процессы, играющие определенную ро и. в 
общественной репродукции преступления.

Общество все и большей мере должно знать н осознавать свою ответственность.
Общиеэкономичсскне, социально-политические, культурно-просветительные ирог-
раммы должны быть нацелены на емш чеиие влияния общественных противоречий, 
иомоту что только таким образом можно добиться сокращения форм поведения, нс 
соответствующих общественным законам в том числе и сокращения преступности.
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